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ABSTRACT
Using ensemble methods for regression has been a large
success in obtaining high-accuracy prediction. Examples are
Bagging, Random forest, Boosting, BART (Bayesian additive
regression tree), and their variants. In this paper, we propose
a new perspective named variable grouping to enhance the
predictive performance. The main idea is to seek for potential
grouping of variables in such way that there is no nonlinear
interaction term between variables of different groups. Given
a sum-of-learner model, each learner will only be responsible
for one group of variables, which would be more efficient
in modeling nonlinear interactions. We propose a two-stage
method named variable grouping based Bayesian additive
regression tree (GBART) with a well-developed python pack-
age gbart. The first stage is to search for potential interactions
and an appropriate grouping of variables. The second stage
is to build a final model based on the discovered groups.
Experiments on synthetic and real data show that the pro-
posed method can perform significantly better than classical
approaches.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a general regression problem Y = f(X) + ǫ
where the regression function f is unknown, Y is the vari-
able of interest, X = [X1, · · · , Xp]T are predictors, and ǫ
denotes the white noise. This formulation is common in a va-
riety of statistical analysis and machine learning tasks (in par-
ticular supervised learning with continuously-valued Y ). Var-
ious ensemble decision tree methods including Bagging [1],
Gradient boosting [2], Random forest (RF) [3], multivariate
adaptive regression splines [4], and Bayesian additive regres-
sion tree (BART) [5] have been proposed and widely used
to estimate the regression function. These methods use an
ensemble of weak learners, typically nonparametric decision
trees, to reduce variance as well as bias in approximating f(·).
Despite their practical success, it remains a challenge to de-
velop comprehensive theoretical tools for understanding those
sum-of-learner ensemble methods. Some general results on
rates of convergence for function estimation can be found in,
e.g., [6, 7] and the references therein.
Another direction of research imposes more strict assump-
tions on the regression function. A common assumption is the
additive model originally proposed in [8]:
f(X) = µ+
p∑
i=1
fi(Xi), E{fi(Xi)} = 0, (1)
where µ is the expectation of f(X), each fi is a scalar func-
tion, and the expectation is with respect to the distribution
of Xi (required to ensure identifiability). Under the addi-
tivity condition, the multivariate function can be estimated
with better statistical efficiency and computational easiness.
For example, each scalar function fi may be approximated
with series expansions such as polynomials, wavelets, or B-
splines [9]. The nonlinear regression is then turned into a
linear regression that involves an enlarged set of regression
variables, and those variables usually require further selec-
tion [10]. Sparse additive models have also drawn much at-
tention in recent works [11–15]. Additionally, a spline-based
additive model for time series modeling was proposed and
studied [16]. Extensions to second-order polynomial regres-
sion have been considered as well (e.g. in the recent work
of [17]). Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the additivity
assumption is too strong. In fact, the additive model class
is not invariant under linear transformations of X . Though
techniques developed under the additive models could be the-
oretically used to model higher-order interactions using multi-
dimensional splines or polynomials, they are often unrealistic
due to the curse of dimensionality.
In this work, motivated by both literature of sum-of-
learner ensemble tree methods and additive models, we pro-
posed a new method for estimating the regression function
and to enhance the predictive performance. The main idea is
to amalgamate the generality of tree methodswith the additive
structure that typically leads to less estimation variance and
faster convergence. We will build our method based on BART,
an ensemble tree method that naturally fits the Bayesian per-
spective and supports a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
based fast implementation. In fact, BART and its extensions
(e.g. [5, 18]) have already shown remarkable prediction accu-
racy compared with other popular decision tree methods [5],
so we will also use BART as a benchmark algorithm to com-
pare with. Our method, referred to as variable grouping based
Bayesian additive regression tree (GBART), consists of two
stages. The first stage is to search for potential interactions
and an appropriate partition of variables. The second stage
is to build the final model based on the discovered groups.
Our main contributions are two folds. First, the proposed
algorithm can naturally bring prior knowledge of additive
structure into learning and prediction. Though ensemble tree
is a classical supervised learning tool that can be traced back
to 1960s [19, 20], existing methods can barely benefit from
prior structural information of the unknown function f . For
example, if it is known that f(x1, . . . , x4) can be written as
f(x1, x2) + f(x3, x4), the estimation accuracy of an appro-
priately design learning method could be faster than that of
a method without such prior. Second, our proposed solution
performs much better than the state-of-the-art approaches
when a grouping pattern does exist. Our implementation and
detailed documentation are available as a Python package at
gbart. The remainder is structured as follows. We introduce
some background on the variable grouping and BART in
Section 2. Details of the proposed GBART are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 provides various experimental studies
(on both synthetic and real datasets). We conclude the paper
in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Variable grouping
We first introduce the concept of variable grouping. Suppose
that an unknown function f with two variables x1, x2 is writ-
ten as
f(x1, x2) = f1(x1) + f2(x2) + f1,2(x1, x2)
for some functions f1, f2, f1,2, where f1,2(x1, x2) cannot
be expressed as an addition of terms one of which involves
only x1 or x2. Specifically, if f1,2(x1, x2) can be written as
g1,2(x1, x2) + g1(x1) + g2(x2), then both g1 and g2 must
be constant functions. If f1,2(x1, x2) is not a constant func-
tion, it is called an interaction term, and variables x1, x2
interact within the same group. In general, a function can be
expressed as a summation of non-constant functions of vari-
ous orders of interactions (including first-order terms such as
f1(x1)). In particular, a function f(x) can be written as
f(x) =
m∑
s=1
fs({xi : i ∈ gs}) (2)
where G = {gs}s=1,...,m is a partition of {1, . . . , p} such that
1) a variable interacts with at least another one in the same
group, and 2) variables from different groups do not interact.
A similar formulation in the linear regression case was studied
in the context of group LASSO [21].
2.2. Bayesian additive regression tree
We briefly review Random forest and its Bayesian counter-
part BART. Let Tb denote the b-th tree, b = 1, . . . , B. Each
tree Tb has an internal structure Sb that contains information
such as the selected splitting variables and splitting values on
internal nodes. Each tree also has a set of values associated
with each terminal node, which is denoted by M . Then both
Random forest and BART can be written in the form of a sum-
of-learner model
f̂(X) =
B∑
b=1
Tb(X ;Sb,Mb).
The main difference between them is that BART is based on a
generative model and Bayesian-based inference methodology.
Compared with a single tree and other sum-of-learner mod-
els, BART can incorporate interactions and additive effects
more easily due to the adaptation of tree structure in each
weak learner [5]. As we mentioned in the introduction, en-
semble methods such as Random forest and BART do not ex-
ploit potential additive structures of the unknown regression
function, which is a prior knowledge that has been commonly
assumed in the context of additive models. This motivates us
to propose a new methodology that attains both advantages of
ensemble tree methods and additive structures.
3. VARIABLE GROUPING THROUGH BAYESIAN
ADDITIVE REGRESSION TREE
3.1. Solution with a known partition
In this section we provide a solution to solve the reformulated
regression problem (2) with a known partition. Suppose that
a partition G of {1, 2, . . . , p} is given, and D = {zj}j=1,...,n
are the observations with zj = [xj , yj], xj ∈ Rp, yj ∈ R. To
obtain a regression model from D and G, we estimate f(X)
in (2) with a sum-of-learner model
B∑
b=1
Tb(X ;Sb,Mb)
where each weak learner (tree) Tb is a Bayesian regression
tree used in BART. The main difference with BART during
learning is the sampling of variables and trees. We incorpo-
rate variable grouping information G by uniformly sampling
s from {1, . . . ,m} and assigning gs to each weak learner Tb,
meaning that the available space of predictors is restricted to
gs only. In this way, each term f̂s({xi : i ∈ gs}) in (2)
is approximated by a sum of weak learners involving only
{xi : i ∈ gs}. Compared with a uniform sampling from all
the variables for each weak learner, as was used in Random
forest, BART, etc., our proposed sampling method concen-
trates computational resources on where is needed and thus
the estimation is expected to be more accurate. This has been
verified in our experimental studies. The pseudocode is out-
lined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Group based Bayesian trees: mG ← G(Dt,G)
input Observations D = {zj}j=1,...,n, partition G of {1, . . . , p}
output Trained model mG
1: for b = 1→ B do
2: initialize the b-th Bayesian additive regression tree
3: uniformly draw a group from G and assign it to the b-th tree
4: restrict the search space of variables to be the assigned group
5: end for
6: Use back-fitting Markov chain Monte Carlo to update trees
7: ReturnmG
3.2. GBART: a two-stage variable grouping based method
In estimating a general regression function f(X), it is helpful
to consider its approximation in the form of (2). As we men-
tioned in the last subsection, a higher predictive performance
could be obtained by taking advantage of a variable grouping
structure. However, unless such grouping structure is given as
domain knowledge, we have to search for the most appropri-
ate grouping in practice. We thus propose a two-stage method
where the first stage is to search for proper variable grouping
information given observations D, and the second stage is to
build the final model based on the partition G discovered in
the first stage. The second stage has been addressed in Sub-
section 3.1. Next we focus on the first stage.
We initialize with the trivial partition where all the vari-
ables form a group. In each round, we first search for a vari-
able that is marginally most significant, measured by the in-
creased estimation error when such variable forms an individ-
ual group. We then search for another variable that, when
joining the group of the last significant variable, will greatly
reduce the estimation error. After that, we separate out a
group of two variables. This procedure can be extended to
discover higher order interactions (i.e. groups of more than
two variables). However, due to space limit we will focus on
second-order nonlinear interactions in this conference paper.
A pseudocode of the first stage of GBART is presented in Al-
gorithm 2.
Details of the pseudocode are elaborated below. In line
1, we split the data for evaluating validation errors in later
stages. Though the validation data may be reused in later
stages, it is theoretical valid as long as the size of the val-
idation dataset is much larger than the number of validation
times. Relevant theory will be included in a journal version of
this work. In line 2, G is a list storing the discovered groups
(from a greedy search). In line 3, various variable selection
may be performed for dimension reduction purpose (see [10]
and the references therein). In lines 4-5, a sum-of-learner en-
semble tree model is learned from the trivial grouping, and the
validation error is recorded as a benchmark. In lines 6-10, the
marginally most significant variable Xi∗ is selected. In lines
11-15, we search another variable Xk∗ that is best grouped
with Xi∗ , as measured by the validation error. In lines 16-17,
we then update the groupingG and other temporary quantities.
Algorithm 2 Interaction Search based Grouping (isG): G ←
ISG(D)
input Observations D = {zj}j=1,...,n
output Variable grouping G
1: Randomly split the dataset D into Dt for training and Dv for
validation
2: Initialize grouping G = ∅
3: (Optional) Apply variable screening techniques to reduce vari-
ables to {xi : i ∈ I} where card(I) ≤ p
4: Train model mG0 ← G(Dt,G0), where G0 denote the trivial
partition {I}
5: Obtain the (mean squared) validation error e0 using Dv
6: for i in I do
7: Let Gi
∆
= {i, I \ i}
8: Obtain modelmGi ← G(Dt,Gi) and validation error ei
9: end for
10: Let i∗ = argmaxi∈I ei
11: for k in I and k 6= i∗ do
12: Let Gk
∆
= {{i∗, k}, I \ {i∗, k}}
13: ObtainmGk ← G(Dt,Gk) and validation error e
′
k
14: Let k∗ = argmink∈I,k 6=i∗ e
′
k
15: end for
16: Let g
∆
= {i∗, k∗}
17: Update I ← I \ g, and G.append(g)
18: Repeat lines 4-17 until e0 < e
′
k∗ or card(I) ≤ 1
19: G.append(I)
20: Return G
In line 18, a group was found in a round and the searching is
continuously applied to the remaining variables. The search-
ing process is terminated once a stopping criterion is met. In
lines 19-20, we complete the variable grouping and return the
discoverd partition G. The complete GBART algorithm is out-
lined in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Variable Grouping based Bayesian Additive Re-
gression Tree: mG ← GBART(D)
input Observations D = {zj}j=1,...,n, partition G of {1, . . . , p}
output Trained model mG
1: Run Algorithm 2 to obtain G ← ISG(D)
2: Run Algorithm 1 to obtainmG ← G(D, G)
3: ReturnmG
4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section we introduce our experimental results com-
paring GBART against BART and Random forest on both
synthetic and real datasets. We start by introducing the ex-
perimental setting. Our comparison is based on our devel-
oped Python package gbart that can performboth GBART and
BART. The popular machine learning python package scikit-
learn [22] was used to implement Random forest. Through-
out the experiments, 100 trees were used in the first stage of
GBART to search for an appropriate variable grouping, and
No. p Data Generating Function
1 6 Y = (x1 + x2)
2 + (x3 + x4)
2 + (x5 + x6)
2 + ǫ
2 6 Y = x1x2 + x3x4 + x5x6 + ǫ
3 6 Y = x1x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + ǫ
4 6 Y = x1x2 + x3x4 + x5 + x6 + ǫ
5 6 Y = sinx1sinx2 + (x3 + x4)
2 + (x5 + x6)
2 + ǫ
6 20 Y = 5(x1+ x2)
2+(x3+ x4)
2+0.2(x5+ x6)
2+
0.04(x27 + x
2
8 + · · ·+ x
2
20) + ǫ
7 20 Y = 5x1x2 + x3x4 + 0.2x5x6 + 0.04(x7 + x8 +
· · ·+ x20) + ǫ
8 20 Y = 5 sin x1 sin x2+(x3+x4)
2+0.2(x5+x6)
2+
0.04(x7 + · · ·+ x20) + ǫ
9 20 Y = 5 sin x1 sin x2+x3x4+0.2x5x6+0.04(x7+
· · ·+ x20) + ǫ
10 20 Y = 5(x1+x2)
2+(x3+x4)2+0.2(x5+x6)
2+ǫ
11 20 Y = 5x1x2 + x3x4 + 0.2x5x6 + ǫ
12 7 Y = 10 sin πx1x2+20(x3−0.5)
2+10x4+5x5+ǫ
Table 1. Twelve data generating models used for synthetic
data experiments. The 12 case indices are corresponding to
those in Table 2.
200 trees were adopted in the second stage of GBART, as well
as in BART and Random Forest. Performance is evaluated
using the mean squared error (MSE) based on five-fold cross-
validation. To show the significance of differences in perfor-
mance comparison, each experiment has been independently
replicated 30 times to obtain the standard errors. We reported
12 synthetic datasets of various nature. The first 11 datasets
were generated according to commonly considered nonlinear
functional relations including multiplication, sum-of-squares,
trigonometric functions. And we used the well-known Fried-
man dataset [1, 23] to be our last generated dataset. Details
of generating functions and dimensions in 12 datasets are pre-
sented in Table 1.
In the first 6 datasets, x1, . . . , x6 were drawn from a
multivariate normal distribution with a unit mean vector
and identity covariance matrix. The additional 14 variables
x7, . . . , x20 (whenever applied) are uniformly drawn from
the interval [0, 1]. Finally, the white noise ǫ ∼ N (0, 0.52)
was added to all datasets. In Friedman dataset, all variables
are uniformly draw from [0, 1], with noise ǫ ∼ N (0, 1). In
the real data experiment, we used the concrete slump test
dataset [24] to evaluate our method. Concrete is a mixture of
many different materials, and water plays a bonding role. It is
known that the performance in concrete slump test is mainly
attributed to a group of variables containing water and other
related variables [24]. Since there are three output variables,
three different experiments were performed on the slump test
data.
Table 2 and Table 3 show that the proposed GBART
No. GBART BART RF
1 9.03 (0.60) 10.28 (0.55) 23.61 (1.94)
2 0.81 (0.05) 1.05 (0.05) 2.66 (0.13)
3 0.57 (0.02) 0.73 (0.04) 1.34 (0.05)
4 1.09 (0.06) 1.30 (0.07) 2.07 (0.09)
5 4.48 (0.41) 6.46 (0.3) 12.71 (0.94)
6 80.99 (9.86) 114.37 (6.97) 232.57 (19.27)
7 9.88 (1.06) 17.15 (1.14) 20.43 (1.22)
8 7.83 (0.58) 8.25 (0.41) 13.11 (0.73)
9 2.67 (0.19) 3.62 (0.13) 3.14 (0.11)
10 75.9 (6.67) 121.15 (9.36) 254.8 (23.03)
11 9.79 (1.31) 18.15 (1.21) 21.15 (1.38)
12 1.98 (0.07) 2.8 (0.08) 4.54 (0.12)
Table 2. Performance comparison between the proposed
GBART, BART, and RF on 12 different synthetic datasets,
in terms of mean squared error. Standard errors from 30 in-
dependent replications are also reported (in the parenthesis).
The optimal values are highlighted in bold.
Name GBART BART RF
slump_test1 5.34 (0.42) 6.04 (0.45) 14.97 (0.9)
slump_test2 49.48 (1.28) 53.44 (1.33) 51.29 (3.42)
slump_test3 162.86 (2.33) 179.39 (2.45) 178.95 (9.32)
Table 3. Performance comparison between the proposed
GBART, BART, and RF on three different slump tests, in
terms of mean squared error. Standard errors approximated
from 30 re-samplings are also reported (in the parenthesis).
The optimal values are highlighted in bold.
method performs significantly better than other approaches.
These results support our idea that by exploiting nonlinear
interactions, our proposed method can be more statistically
efficiently in modeling nonlinear interactions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new Bayesian additive tree method based on
variable grouping to enhance the predictive performance in
supervised learning. Our method was motivated by ensem-
ble tree methods which typically ignore variable grouping
structures inherent to the unknown regression function. Ex-
perimental results show a much better performance compared
with classical methods when such variable grouping exist.
An interesting future work is to apply the method to time
series modeling. Another future work is to extend the method
from regression to classification tasks.
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